
Overview of proposed strategic objectives,
key activities and governance structure

WHY? WHAT? WHO?HOW?

Terminology: we use the term "zero carbon homes" as a catch-all to cover "net zero carbon homes", "net zero whole
life carbon homes", "ultra-low energy homes", and "Hub" to refer to the entity to be created.

Scoping study: Proposals for a Welsh
"Zero Carbon Housing Performance Hub"

WHY: WELSH STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
"There is a real appetite across all parts of Welsh society to tackle the climate emergency. It is
right that Wales takes a lead on this issue."  Better Homes, Better Wales, Better World, 2019 

Emissions from
housing must be
tackled rapidly

to meet
Wales' net zero

economy
commitments. In

2016 housing
was responsible

for 7.5% of
emissions.  

CLIMATE

• • •

Continued support
is needed for

Welsh
construction and

retrofit. The
construction

industry
contributes

around 6% to GDP
and employs

around 100,000
people in Wales.

ECONOMY

• • •

Creating zero
carbon homes

has the
potential to

further support
local supply
chains and

jobs, creating
opportunities

for training and
up-skilling.

SKILLS

• • •

Wales needs
around 7,400
new homes
each year.
Housing

associations
have pledged

to build 75,000
affordable

new homes by
2036. 

HOMES

• • •

 Potential to
link plans for

the expansion
of Wales'
forests, to

growth in zero
carbon timber
homes, for the
benefit of both

industries.

FORESTS

• • •

Energy
efficient

homes with
good internal
environments

 contribute
to health and
  Wellbeing of

Future
Generations

Act goals.

HEALTH

• • •

WHAT: WELSH HOUSING OBJECTIVES

"No later than 2025 all new homes in Wales must be built to be low carbon, energy and water
efficient and climate resilient...All homes built with public sector funding should meet these

standards no later than 2021."  Better Homes, Better Wales, Better World, 2019

"Publish a robust set of standards for new-build homes [in Wales] and legislate in advance of
2023." Committee on Climate Change, 2020

"If Wales is to meet its climate targets, buildings will need to operate at close to zero emissions
by 2050."  Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales, 2019

Deep reductions needed
in both regulated and

unregulated energy use

SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE
OPERATIONAL ENERGY

USE AND CARBON 
EMISSIONS FROM

HOUSING 

SIGNIFICANTLY 
REDUCE

EMBODIED CARBON
EMISSIONS

ASSOCIATED WITH
BUILDING HOMES

Education
and frameworks needed

to drive whole life carbon
reductions 

SIGNIFICANTLY 
IMPROVE THE IN-USE

PERFORMANCE OF
HOMES AND SUPPORT

OCCUPANT 
HEALTH AND
WELL-BEING

Need technologies and
methods to be

mainstreamed to assure
reliable performance

FOSTER INNOVATION
AND GROW

CAPACITY AND
SKILLS FOR ULTRA-
LOW ENERGY AND

ZERO CARBON
HOMES  

Delivery of zero carbon
homes must become

normal, not the
exception

"We need a housing innovation hub which challenges the way we do things, develops
new ways of building new and updating existing homes, and challenges the established

supply chain so that we keep the wealth in Wales." Housing Horizons, 2017

"We need a building performance hub to support the transition to regulations aligned
with performance-based outcomes rather than design requirements." Actions to

Integrate our Welsh Forest Industries with MMC, 2019

HOW: SCOPING STUDY SHOWS CLEAR INDUSTRY SUPPORT 
FOR A "WELSH HUB" WHICH DRIVES THE DELIVERY OF

ULTRA-LOW ENERGY AND ZERO CARBON HOMES AT SCALE

ACCELERATING

Improve the affordability of quality zero carbon
homes. Instigate and connect projects which are
exploring innovative ways to aggregate aspects
of delivery such as procurement, manufacture
of construction systems, and building
performance evaluation through newly created
Thematic Industry Forums. The goal is to help
developers, including SMEs, to achieve
economies of scale and cost savings, whilst
maintaining quality and performance.
Aggregation and scaling should help to reduce
cost differentials between zero carbon and
standard housing.

Improve knowledge, capacity and skills for the
delivery of zero carbon homes. Use the
Hub's website, events and forums to disseminate
cutting-edge research and best practice related to
the design and delivery of zero carbon homes, for
example, on reducing embodied carbon and the
use of building performance evaluation. The Hub
would monitor national progress on zero carbon
delivery, identify knowledge, funding and capacity
gaps,  and recommend future zero
carbon policy, training and funding priorities to
Welsh Government. 

Accelerate the scale and pace of delivery of
zero carbon homes in Wales. We propose a
simple and practical step: officially invite
Welsh developers to each publicly "pledge"
to build a specified and stretching number
of well-performing, ultra-low energy or zero
carbon homes by 2025. These "Accelerator
Projects" would be tracked by the Hub from
start to finish, with developers benefitting
from tailored support, knowledge-
sharing, and promotion of their schemes. 

Accelerate the utilisation of learning and
feedback from a range of Welsh initiatives
and programmes including the Innovative
Housing Programme and the new Hub
Accelerator Projects. Create responsive,
transparent and enduring systems to
enable regular interaction  between the
Welsh Government and industry.

To gather views on the potential purpose and type of
Hub wanted, the scoping team carried out a survey of 73
organisations, 15 in-depth interviews, workshops and
meetings, and a literature review.

PROPOSED OBJECTIVES: 

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS:

The Hub would be a home for all
developers operating in Wales who
are building or plan to build ultra-
low energy and zero carbon
homes.

Independent

It must be, and seen to be,
an independent,
construction approach-
agnostic organisation.

Endorsed by the Welsh Government, the Hub
would be the official forum for industry-
government interaction and collaboration on
zero carbon housing policy, linking activities
and drawing insights and learning from across a
wide range of Welsh housing initiatives,
research and projects.

The central point of contact Monitoring of national progress

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Inclusive Transparent

The Hub's work must be open
and transparent. Capable of
being accessed by all, including
the public.

The Hub would monitor overall progress on zero
carbon housing delivery in Wales, using
its findings to inform analysis, for example, on
Welsh carbon budgets and planned updates to
energy and carbon housing standards in 2025. 

Systematic tracking of schemes
The Hub's proposed proactive, real-time tracking
of Accelerator Projects goes beyond pledges and
case studies alone. Each developer would have a
dedicated Hub contact supporting their journey
to zero carbon at a practical level and
championing their success (not providing bespoke
technical advice).

Wales-centric solutions
A Welsh-centric Hub would play a key role in
helping Wales progress towards a net zero
economy, developing technological and
procedural solutions to delivering
quality zero carbon housing which is tailored
to the nation’s specific needs and economy.

In terms of the geographical scope of the future
Hub's activities would you prefer?

A Welsh-based Hub, which prioritises the support of
Welsh organisations, but also shares knowledge and
influences across the UK and internationally

A Welsh-based Hub intended for Welsh organisations only

Other

96%

3%1%

AGGREGATING ASSISTING

Consultation with stakeholders suggests that the initial focus of the Hub's activities
should be on new build social housing, with the remit expanding after Year 1:

Year 1 - Focus on new build social housing
Year 2 - Extend to cover private developers
Year 3 - Consider extending to cover the retrofit of existing social housing

WHO: INITIAL FOCUS ON NEW
BUILD SOCIAL HOUSING

ACCELERATOR PROJECTS 

Objectives: Aggregate and Assist

Collate UK best practice and feedback from Welsh programmes 

Collate information and data from Hub Accelerator Projects

Identify opportunities, issues, policy, funding and research priorities 

HOUSING PERFORMANCE FORUM   

FUNDING, FINANCE & WARRANTY FORUMWP4

ZERO CARBON POLICY FORUMWP5

SKILLS, TRAINING AND CAPACITYWP6

Objectives: Aggregate and Assist

Identify and/or create funding aggregators and funding sources

Review strategic funding priorities and construction cost analysis

Identify warranty and insurance issues and opportunities

Objectives: Accelerate and Assist

Collate insights from forums and Accelerator Projects 

Share knowledge and best practice on definitions and frameworks  

Monitor progress and recommend future zero carbon housing policy

Objectives: Accelerate and Assist

Provide and promote training events in Wales

Identify strategic skills and training priorities for Wales

Work with educators to fill technical knowledge and skills gaps 

WP7 COMMS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

Objectives: Accelerate, Aggregate and Assist

Run events including Accelerator Project "boot camps"

Launch website hosting key information on zero carbon delivery 

Run surveys including on future Hub priorities and revenue streams

Objectives: Aggregate and Assist

Set up timber systems, MMC and off-site forum

Set up traditional construction forum

Identify opportunities, issues, policy, funding & research priorities

CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS FORUMS   

WP3

PROPOSED WORK PACKAGES FOR 2021/22

Objectives: Accelerate and Assist 

Invite pledges from developers 

Set up Accelerator Project tracking processes

Conduct in-depth interviews with developers and collate learning

WP1

WP2

Stakeholder feedback suggests a preference for the following three elements of the Hub's delivery model:

GOVERNMENT-ENDORSED, NOT-FOR-PROFIT,
WELSH-CENTRIC DELIVERY MODEL

Responsible for ensuring
the Hub's objectives are
met and activities
funded.

Board Industry Steering Group
Overall terms of reference,
plus for forums and
engagement with key Welsh
bodies and initiatives.

Terms of Reference
Industry experts to look
across Hub work packages
and activities reporting
progress to the Board.

Government-endorsed
and majority funded Not-for-profit Welsh-centric, flexible office

spaces plus "virtual" presence

Primary Welsh Government endorsed entity

Independent industry, academia and NGO-led

Which of the following possible structures for the Hub do you think
would be most effective in preparing Wales to build low energy/zero
carbon homes at scale?

No comment

Other

70%

22%

3%

5%

GOVERNANCE


